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Introduction

Tuscany a region in Italy is known for picturesque landscapes and scenic beauty and is considered
to be the origin or birthplace of Italian Renaissance. Tuscany is known for its rich culture and artistic
value.

Tuscany is a place for all those who would want to take a break from the daily routine work and
busy life. Tuscany is a place for art lovers and people who find solace in hills, valleys and open
skies.

Travelling in Tuscany

Visiting a new place is always fun and exciting. Itâ€™s a different experience and has lots of thrill in it.
Tuscany has some wonderful churches and museums that would sweep you with their architecture
and collection. Though cars and other modes of travelling are available in Tuscany, a bike ride is
definitely worth it. Riding on bike on the hilly region is not only fun but adventurous as well.

Travelling in Tuscany you will also experience various shades in the food flavour and all the food
lovers and who have interest in cooking can try their hands in any of the kitchens and experiment
with the spices there.

Stay at Tuscany

Like many other tourist places Tuscany also has various stay options for the tourists. Tuscany due
to its historical origins has various villas and accommodation that resemble the old style living. The
traditional strong walls and interiors are changed with modern amenities and colours that give a
mixed look to the living.

Tuscany has the following types of accommodations:

1.	Holiday Homes: Holiday Home Tuscany include apartments, farmhouses, villas, that are provided
for a long holiday to families. These holiday homes are well furnished and have well equipped
kitchens. The families feel at home with no ownerâ€™s interference.

2.	Farmhouses: farmhouses are the accommodation wherein the guests live with owners of the
farmhouse and their food and needs are taken care by them. As the name these farmhouses are
situated amidst olive or grape gardens.

3.	Villas: The rental villas Tuscany ones where the hide out places for the families when there were
any conflicts in the city among classes. These villas are located a bit outside the city and have a
fortress look. These villas are either lent completely or partially. These villas are given solely to
larger groups or are divided into several apartments are given to smaller families may be a couple.

Activities that you can do at Tuscany:

1.	Trekking: Trekking one of the favourite activities of adventurous tourists, is the best activity at
Tuscany. With high hills and steep roads itâ€™s a challenge worth taking.
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2.	Bike rides: Everybody would agree that the experience of driving a bike on steep roads with bents
and curves under open sky with fresh breeze is the best experience for people living in the crowded
cities. In Tuscany bikes are available for rent in various packages so that tourists can enjoy this
wonderful experience.

Thus, with its artistic culture and peaceful environment Tuscany Holidays would be the most
memorable for you.
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